
polypropylene  rope  products 

SMM ropehangers: 

working load -   
162  pounds 

#2 hook -  300  pounds 
#3 hook -  500  pounds 

non-conductive 
flame resistant 

(designed to extinguish 
within 8 seconds)

STANDARD SIZES 8W213 / 8W313  (200 / BOX)
15 inches with one #2 or #3 Hk

8W2INV3  (200 / Box)
15 inches with two #3 Hooks

Ropehangers May Be
Customized To Any Length

As depicted in the picture 
shown, the SMM Ropehangers 
are used in a half-hitch manner 
to suspend mine feeder cable 

from roof plates or timber 
spads.
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smm  safety  
directional  lines: 

tensile  strength -   
900  pounds 

msha accepted - 
18-lla070001 
18-lla070003 

non-conductive 
flame resistant 

(designed to extinguish 
within 8 seconds) �
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smM  Safety  
directional  lines 

& signals: 
SDL100M20M -

100 Metres with 
20 metre cone spacing

(No strips)

SDL100M10M -
100 Metres with 
10 metre cone &

5 metre strip spacing

CUSTOMIZED TO
MINE SPECIFICATIONS,
STATE, AND FEDERAL

REGULATIONS

SDLC - Safety Directional Cone
PSB - Personnel Door Signal

PLEASE SEE MSHA DIAGRAM
FOR PLACEMENT (ABOVE)

�

available colors As 
depicted below for 

cones, Personnel 
door  signals, and 

reflective strips:

�
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Safety  directional  line  signals  continued:

RASI - Portable Refuge Alternative Signal (Spiral)
PLEASE SEE MSHA DIAGRAM ABOVE FOR SIGNAL 
PLACEMENT

DCSI - Portable Cache Signal Indicator (4 cones in 
the shape of a diamond)
PLEASE SEE MSHA DIAGRAM ABOVE FOR SIGNAL 
PLACEMENT
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sdl  suspension: 
STANDARD SIZES:

7SH - 7’ Suspension Hanger
10SH - 10’ Suspension Hanger

SIZES MAYBE CUSTOMIZED

as  depicted  on  the  left, 
Safety  Directional  line 
maybe  suspended  from  
roof  plates  per  timber  

roof  control  plans  
and  attached  to  

suspension  hangers.�
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miner  ropes: 
for  restraining  cable  in  a  power  move 

(depicted method - half hitch) 
STANDARD SIZES: 

MR5 - 5’ Miner Rope & MR8 - 8’ Miner Rope
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